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With Lining

Make a Pantry Bag With Lining if you are using a lightweight material

Cutting Instructions:

Bag Body
Cut 2 - 36”x 19” pieces
One for lining and one for exterior
Non directional material

Bag Body
Place right sides together
Sew ¼” seam on both short sides. (Top of bag)

Turn right side out
Iron seams

Handles
Cut 2 - 4”x 36” pieces or
use webbing…
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WithOut Lining

No need for lining if using a home decor weight fabric

Cutting Instructions:

Bag Body
Cut 1 - 36”x 19” piece
Non directional material

Handles
Cut 2 - 4”x 36” pieces or use webbing…

Bag Body
Fold over ¼” and iron on both short sides of the bag body* (Top of bag)
Fold over 1” iron and sew down 1/8” in from bottom fold.
Iron if needed.

*Another option is to serge the raw edge and topstitch.

Pantry Bag
There are many ways to make handles choose your favorite. Use webbing, a
contrasting material, our directions, or whatever you fancy.

Handles
(If making from 2 pieces of 4” x 36” material)
Iron short end, crease center lengthwise with wrong sides together
Fold both sides to center and iron.
Fold in half, iron and clip or pin closed.

Pin handles to bag. 5 ½” from side, 8” down from finished top.
Place open edge of handle toward center. Clip and/or pin to bag.
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Sew handles to bag by starting at left side bottom corner of handle sew across
bottom, turn so you are sewing up the open edge of handle first, sew toward
top of bag continue sewing around handle until you get to the other corner,
(open edge is now sewn closed) sew across bottom on right side of handle, up
outer side of handle and back to the starting position.
To Prepare Bag Bottom
With wrong sides together clip or pin top of bag matching edges.
Iron a crease at bottom of bag.

Chalk or place pin on both sides, left and right front and back,
of bag 3 ½” up from crease.
Fold bag right sides together.
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Make 3 ½” tuck in bottom of bag. Fold crease up into bag.
Match pins or chalk marks.

Pin sides together.
Serge or sew with zig-zag from top to bottom of bag.
Turn right side out.

You can make a larger or smaller tuck depending on what size you would like
the bottom of the bag to be. With this size you should be able to place a paper
grocery bag inside.

Pantry Bag
Topstitch corner or not.

Topstitch ¼” from top of bag.
This will give extra strength to handles and secure side seams
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Pantry Bag
This Pattern is free
We ask you please donate a bag to charity
Franks Sewing Center is a collection center for the
Waukesha County Food Pantry
Thanks and Enjoy

http://www.frankssewingcenter.com
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